
INSPIRED BY NATURE,
CREATED FOR LUXURY
Where nature meets consistency
Natural elements are an essential part of modern 

luxury design. But even though Nature’s designs are 

unmatched, they are also ever transitional: verdant 

greenery is vibrant one day, withered the next. With 

this in mind, EcoVara has conceptualized and created 

a range of faux botanicals that mixes the fresh, lifelike 

appearance of real plants with the consistent, pliable 

features of man-made and blended materials.

Chic designs that moonlight as solutions
EcoVara faux botanicals, available in simple designs and 

artful compositions, can be partially or fully customized 

to fit any space and design identity. Our products are 

perfect for any design plan, whether it’s a posh private 

residence, a luxury hotel, or a world-class resort. And 

since our plant creations are equal measures art and 

function, they have the ability to add visual interest to a 

space while also defining it and improving its flow.

A distinctive partnership
Combine EcoVara’s high-end plant creations with the 

handcrafted, one-of-a-kind cast and faux stone planters 

by our complementary brand, Stone Yard, Inc. For more 

information, visit www.stoneyardinc.com.

Replicating nature artfully
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Featuring planters by



HEDGES, SCREENS
& DIVIDERS
Frame a quaint, conversational 

area or boldly block out a private 

space with our nature-inspired 

barriers. From luxuriant to 

sparse, leafy green to knotted 

timber, these elements maintain 

their tranquil feel while adding 

structure to any design palette.

BUSHES, VINES
& CACTUSES
Add fresh aesthetics and color to 

your space with replica bushes, 

vines, and cactuses. Design your 

own creations or select from our 

product line of arrangements that 

can stand alone, sit grouped in 

small areas, or extend across a 

broader landscape.

TOPIARY
Get your point across—with 

actual words or stunning visuals—

using a 3D topiary. These leafy 

elements bring visual interest 

and a playful, interactive quality 

to faux botanicals, with highly 

customizable shapes that speak 

any design language—from 

serious to whimsical. 

LIVING WALLS
Extend your design conversation 

to the ceiling or sky with living 

walls that bring eco-inspired 

beauty indoors and out. 

Conceptualize designs that refl ect 

your style, mood, or identity—

whether modernly minimal, 

exotically artistic, or pointedly 

on-brand.

TREES
Transport to a di� erent mood 

or place by adding faux trees to 

your indoor or outdoor landscape. 

From fruited to full, spiky to 

spherically leafed, our eco-aware 

trees come in an assortment 

of designs, from calmingly 

conventional to delightfully 

decorative.

Do you have additional questions about EcoVara's plant creations? 

Or do you already know which of our eco-inspired designs you'd like 

to order or customize? For questions and orders, you can reach one 

of our design consultants by calling (877) 613-1450, or browse our 

website for inspiration at ecovara.com.

GET YOUR
NATURE-INSPIRED
DESIGN GOING

All planters shown are made by Stone Yard, Inc.


